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Member Spotlight: Me and NAPGCM/ALCA: 34 Years and Still Counting
By Phyllis Mensh Brostoff, CISW, CMC
When I first started thinking and planning to start the
care management company that became Stowell
Associates, there was not much of a template to follow.
Having been the Planning Director of the Community
Care Organization of Milwaukee County in 1977-79
when it was one of the original demonstration projects
for what became the Medicare/Medicaid Waiver
programs, I knew about that capitated/non-profit model.
However, I thought that people who were never going to
be eligible for these programs also needed care
management.
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When we started in 1983, everyone we talked to was
surprised at the idea that we thought someone would actually pay a social worker for her time and
expertise. Today, that no longer surprises the families, clients, and referral sources who call us,
actually asking for care management services. And, more amazingly, we were able to not only build a
wonderful, robust organization but also, to sell it so that it can continue into the future – to have my
back when I need it!
NAPGCM/ALCA was a key resource over all of the years we built our company. I attended the first
conference in New York in 1985 and met people who were building this profession/specialization from
across the country. We agreed that a national organization was needed and we proceeded to build
one. The core values included building a knowledge base, sharing
information, making and enjoying friendships, developing standards and
ethical principles to guide our businesses and being supportive of each other.
NAPGCM/ALCA is truly a unique organization. It is grounded in our real
need to learn from each other; giving and getting support; and each of us
volunteering for the organization to help you, which in turn helps ourselves.
I’m not quite retired yet, and even when I do, I hope to maintain the deep
friendships I made in these years. I would like to thank each of you who
have been a part of my most amazing journey – my life as a care manager!
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The Midwest Chapter Board of Trustees met this past January for our annual board retreat in
Cleveland, Ohio. This wonderful group of Advanced Aging Life Care Professionals generously
continue to donate their valuable time and talents to ensure our chapter remains strong, effective, and
provides our membership with tools, resources, and best practices in both clinical and business areas.
The focus of our strategic plan is to increase visibility and create alliances with two of our strongest
referral sources: attorneys and money managers.
A task force has been created to focus on ways to expand our marketing best practices, specifically
for attorneys. They will collaborate with attorneys in order to better understand their needs and those
of their clients. The task force will share these best marketing practices and tools with our members
making it easier for a care manager to build strong alliances and work effectively with attorneys in their
communities.
I hope everybody will take the opportunity and utilize the incredible resources and information
available through ALCA. In the most recent issue of “Inside ALCA” you will find a wealth of
information which is easily accessible on National’s website. Look for National’s Strategic Plan,
Washington Updates, results of the 2017 Member Survey, chapter updates, members in the news,
committee happenings, book reviews and so much more. These resources provide the information
that can help you and your business grow. Your business and clients will benefit.
Many other resources are available for members on the Digital Resources tab of the website.
Podcasts, on-line courses and much more are available to help our members with the marketing and
business side of care management. Another way to take advantage and stay on top of marketing and
business practices is to attend our National Conference May 9 – 12, 2018 in Chicago. The business
of care management has unique challenges so our conference is the right place to share and discuss
business practices with your colleagues. Presenters will share valuable ideas and tools to help you
grow your business. Enjoy, use the information in this newsletter, and begin to look at your own
business practices. If you struggle with an area in your practice, reach out to colleagues, attend a
conference, utilize all the resources available through ALCA and continue to be the Expert in Aging
Well.
Our National Conference is in the Midwest in Chicago May 9-12, 2018. The Midwest Chapter will be
hosting the new attendee reception in Chicago May 9, 2018. We are looking forward to a strong
Midwest presence. We hope to see you there.

Aging Life Care™ - Spreading the Message
By: Bridget Ritossa
Social media has changed how people communicate. As Aging Life Care™
businesses journey to connect the power of social media to reach new
audiences, old ways of reaching target markets should not be forgotten.
More specifically, press releases to newspapers and journal publications
are still important
Why choose to write about your Aging Life Care™ business?
If you are serious about promoting and growing your care management
business, a news release program should be part of your overall marketing
efforts. Being published by a paper or journal is important because it earns
the kind of credibility that advertising just can't buy. A well written article will
Bridget Ritossa
also help: Spread good news, increase awareness of your company, provide
for higher search engine optimization results, and lastly, let’s not forget the original intention of a press
release …for journalists, bloggers, editors and others to find you. A good article, such as, the one I
wrote for Estate Planners at The Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association (on the following page),
caused increased traffic to my website, phone, and meeting requests. Most inquiries and requests
were with lawyers throughout Cleveland, Ohio.
Getting started - The Power of Great Listening Skills
When I approached The Cleveland Bar Association I contacted the Estate Planning Department’s
chair, and learned that Aging Life Care Managers™ were not a known
entity to the department. (No big surprise there, right?) I arranged a
meeting and listened to the challenges they encounter in their practices.
I took notes that I later used as my guide for the article entitled “The
Role of the ALCP in the Law Firm: A Symbiotic Relationship.”
Allowing the lawyers to identify the problems helped me write specifically
to the need and provide a solution. Writing the above mentioned article
has provided me with all of the benefits listed and many more. So go on, get started, and help spread
the message of Aging Life Care!
Careplan Geriatric Care Managers was founded by Bridget Ritossa, Certified Geriatric Care Manager,
Licensed Social Worker. Bridget developed a wealth of knowledge and resources in the areas of aging
during her 20 years of practice working at two major hospital systems in Cleveland, as well as two of
the largest nursing home chains in the country.

The Role of the ALCP in the Law Firm:
A Symbiotic Relationship
By: Bridget Ritossa
A law office phone rings. An adult child named Belle is calling because she came home to Cleveland
from Los Angeles for a family holiday party and discovered that Mom and Dad are having a difficult
time living alone. Her parents are bruised from falling, are not paying their bills, the refrigerator has
mostly spoiled and expired food in it, and they haven't showered in weeks. Belle, realizing that she
legally has no power to help, calls you for advice. Belle doesn't know how or where to start in solving
this dilemma, but she knows for certain she needs legal counsel. Belle's parents are refusing all help
and she needs to plan for their future. Belle is unsure if her parents should be living alone or if they
need to be placed in a care facility.
READ MORE...

Sales is a Five-Letter Word, or Is it?
By: Barbara Madison
Sales is a five-letter word that most of us relate to as a four-letter
word! It conjures up images of Al Pacino in Glengarry Glen
Ross, executing his unsavory tactics to persuade some unwitting
target into buying something Pacino knows they cannot afford.
Sales in reality, according to Zorien Rotenburg, VP at
InsightSquared, is simply “the process of actively listening to
people about their pains and needs and then helping them solve
that pain and need with your help. Selling is about…having a
joint plan to help them achieve their needs better, faster, and
more cost-effectively than anyone else could.”
If what Rotenberg describes is what you do every day as an
ALCA professional, you may as well accept the fact that you are
indeed, a talented and successful salesperson. You are highly
skilled at listening to others and then collaborating to find custom
solutions for individuals who need help.

Barbara Madison
R.N., B.S.N.

Now that we have the hard part out of the way, the rest is simple. The sales conversation is merely
qualifying the client, establishing rapport, listening to uncover needs, presenting solutions to solve
those needs and gaining their commitment to the relationship.
It’s helpful to pre-qualify your inquiries/prospects early in the sales conversation. Having said that, it
takes time and experience to learn how to pre-qualify with tact and diplomacy. Therefore, when first
(Continued on following page.)

Sales is a Five Letter Word, or Is it?
By: Barbara Madison
(Continued from previous page.)
starting out, this may be something you won’t do often but, be patient – you will employ this skill more
over time as you build confidence in other areas of the sales process.
Even though we think the kind of sales that healthcare professionals engage in as relational versus
transactional, establishing rapport is not enough to engender confidence in a prospective client. While it
is critical to establish yourself as a care management expert, the initial focus should be on discussing the
client’s situation and not your education and experience. The most important thing a client or family
needs to know at the initial meeting is not how qualified you are, but that you really understand the
particular challenge they are facing. This involves using time-honored information gathering skills: openended questions and active listening.
Once you have confirmed you understand their challenge, it’s the perfect time to highlight your expertise
by offering a case study or two, showcasing solutions you might recommend, based on your own
experience or the experience of colleagues. A case study that highlights a best practice or standard of
care can also be effective. We all know evidence-based stories are 10 times more impactful than
descriptions or presentations. If you utilize relevant examples and harness the collective wisdom of your
ALCA Unit or Chapter members, you will exude credibility and inspire confidence.
Always remember that what you are really selling is peace of mind. It’s what your clients’ and their
families wish for most. All you need, is to fine-tune your listening skills, present relevant examples and
demonstrate your experience during this “sales” conversation, and you will provide them a precious gift.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Barbara Madison, R.N., B.S.N. and owner of Right at Home of St. Louis is committed to delivering
extraordinary in-home care and assistance to individuals who need help to remain independent at home.
Navigating through a long term care need in her own family served to fuel her passion for wanting people
to have the safety and security that is so important to those who are receiving care and to their loved
ones.
Barbara feels strongly that care partnership between families and Right at Home of St. Louis can greatly
enhance the overall quality of not only receiving care but providing care as well. Creative solutions, open
communication, and collaboration are the keys to success when establishing and maintaining excellence
in home care services and guides her.

What Do We Know About Living a Long Life
from one of our St. Louis Conference Sponsors:
Home Care Assistance
Home Care Assistance recognizes the importance of providing
seniors with the best quality of life possible. We have found that
seniors describe quality of life as the ability to remain
independent inside of their homes. Our integrated, science-based
approach to supporting individual lifestyles and quality longevity,
aims to achieve the independence sought by seniors.
The Real Secret to a Long Life
Most studies on longevity have yielded few clues to healthy aging; lifestyle and luck seem to factor
heavily into why people live into their 90’s and 100’s. Their genetic advantage may be that they have
inherited fewer DNA variations that create a risk for heart disease, Alzheimer’s and other afflictions.
More scientific research is now being done, fueled by genomics, to determine if the “secret” to a long
life lurks in our DNA. Scientists suggest that supercentenarians may possess genetic code that
protects them from aging. The effort to unravel that code has been hindered by the difficulty in
collecting DNA samples from these marvels of longevity. The biggest problem is that there aren’t that
many of them — of the 70,000 or so Americans who live to be 100, only about two dozen are stilling
living at 110.
How to Live a Long Life
While research has yet to reveal what the genetic “secrets” to a long life might be, scientists are
working on it. Meanwhile, existing research does support the value of keeping both your mind and body
active with proper diet and nutrition, exercise, and other healthy habits, including staying socially
engaged.
Case in point: Zenon “Babe” St. Laurent from Rhode Island, lived for 108 years, 8 months, and 1 day.
At 107, he was still living on his own, managing a billiard hall, taking walks, cycling, and dancing three
times a week at his local community center.
Of course, there are no guarantees. Someone who never exercises and lived on bacon for breakfast,
Hostess Twinkies for lunch and macaroni and cheese for dinner, may live to be a 105. In another
circumstance, someone on a macrobiotic, vegan diet who runs 5 miles a day, could die at an early age.
Therein lie the genetic “secrets”. Some of us may be hardwired to live longer than others regardless of
what we do or don’t do, and those who aren’t, can benefit from making different lifestyle choices.
The average life span today in developed countries is approaching 80 years. In 1906, it was 48 years.
What will it be in 2106?
No matter what the age or vitality of our elderly population may be in the future, Home Care Assistance
plans to continuously support their efforts to live independent and comfortable.

Welcome New ALCA Members!
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Midwest ALCA Unit Leaders
The Midwest Chapter encourages you to participate in a local unit. For the nearest unit click here or to
start one in your area contact Judy Mange or Susan Wack.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE UNIT LEADERS LIST

Midwest ALCA Board of Directors
The ALCA Midwest Chapter welcomes its new Board Members for 2018, Paula Dunlap and Shanna
Huber. Click here for the full list of your Midwest Chapter Board leadership.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE CURRENT BOARD LIST.

Midwest ALCA Peer Case Conferences
Updated (2017) Peer Case Conference Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice

Date and latest information on your member benefit, Peer Care Conference Calls
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